
Peer review, 
a collaborative process
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Peer review (Wiki)

Evaluation of work by people of similar competence 

• Peers

Benefits

• Constitutes a form of self-regulation 

• Maintains standards of quality

• Improves performance

• Provides credibility

• Stimulates learning and critical thinking 

• Helps growing out of passive learning
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Benefit of inclusion of peer review 
training in a curriculum 

1. Enhances critical thinking

2. Improves work of the reviewer

3. Improves products of those reviewed

4. Improves evaluation of projects

5. Provides a foundation for evaluation of peers’ work

6. Communicates the professional obligation to peer review

• Advancement of science 

7.   Strengthens team work 
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Seizing the opportunity 
of the fellowship

What we can learn:

• Facts

• Skills

• Attitudes 

Scientific reviews are a gift
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A situation we may all 
have encountered 

Draft well worked on

Comments from supervisor / mentor / coordinator

• Excellent

• (but)

• Could be ever better if (dozens of edits)

How to interpret?
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Different comments from 
different reviewers?

Hard to make them all happy?

You decide as primary author with the accountability

You are not there to make reviewers happy

• Mentors are not there to make fellows happy either

A reviewer has a point?

• Examine carefully the reason why and the reason behind it
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Light hearted peer review:
Something bigger than us

The author is not attached to his work

The reviewer is not attached to his comment

Scientific objectivity prevails

If it makes sense to several potentially subjective observers

• Then maybe there is more chance that it is objective 

Standing humbly behind the evidence

• What did we know before?

• What does this work add?

• Where do we go from there?



Feedback:
Suggestions for the giver
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Be constructive, useful

Easy to identify issues

Harder to propose fixes

Even harder to find the pearls in the oysters

Go beyond the ‘conference type’ comments

• Did you think of this? Did you do that? Did you ask that?

• What was done has probably been shown, work with it

• Subject matter references

• References to own work
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Be realistic

Direct your comments towards fixable issues 

Don't make suggestions outside of the scope
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Be specific

Generalisations are not helpful 

Pinpoint areas to which you are referring 

Have a clear idea of what is being said about those areas

Don’t just say it’s good, describe and say why it’s good
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Be sensitive 

Understand the goals of the author

• They can differ from yours

• Give your views accordingly

If making comments from your own perspective 

• Be clear when you offer views in terms of your own goals 

Be the peer reviewer you would like to have as an author
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Be descriptive

Describe your views

Don't say what you think the person should feel

• You are giving comments on an adult to adult basis

Don't be emotionally manipulative

• You are offering your considered, rational views 

• It is up to the other person to accept them or reject them
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Be diligent

Check your response 

• Is it an accurate reflection of what you want to express? 

• Have you perceived the contribution accurately? 
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Be direct

Say what you mean

Don't wrap it up in circumlocution or abstract language �
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Be non-judgmental

Offer your personal view

Do not act as an authority even if you may be one

Give your personal reactions rather than value statements

Critique the work, not the author



Feedback
Suggestions for the receiver
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Be explicit

Clarify the feedback you are seeking

If necessary, indicate what you do not want to receive

The feedback from others is entirely for your benefit 

• If you do not say what you want you are unlikely to get it
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Be aware

Note your reactions

• Intellectual 

• Emotional

• Any rejection or censorship on your part

– Ask yourself why?

If the viewpoint is not your own 

• Do not dismiss the comment

• It can be important to realide misapprehensions of others

Partially dissociate or distance yourself from the situation?

• Ask a colleague to help you reflect after?



Enjoy learning through peer-
review!


